
All about Farriers - 
  A farrier is a skilled craftsperson who works with iron, or other materials, but they 

specialise in looking after hooves of horses and donkeys.  
                              

 

 
 

Farrier tools 

Some farrier tools include hammers, 

nippers, rasps, and hoof knife. 

A farrier's routine work is primarily hoof 

trimming and shoeing. In ordinary cases, it 

is important to trim each hoof so it retains 

its proper positioning to the ground.  

Tools such as ‘rasps’ and ‘nippers’ are used 

to cut away material in the hoof that should 

not be there, keeping the hoof in a health 

shape and length. A farrier will remove old 

horseshoes, clean and trim the hooves, 

measure for new shoes, bend the shoes to fit the hoof and then 

fit them. 

Additional tasks for the farrier include dealing with injured or 

diseased hooves and application of special shoes for racing, 

training or "cosmetic" purposes. Horses with certain diseases or 

injuries may need remedial procedures for their hooves, or 

need special shoes. 

History 

It is a job that dates back many hundreds of years to 

times when horses where first domesticated by           

Humans. Farriers are often confused with blacksmiths. 

A blacksmith would make horseshoes and sometimes fit 

them onto a horse’s hoof. A farrier must have skills   

similar to a vet, caring and checking a horse’s hoof for 

signs of disease and make sure the feet are well cared 

for. 



 

 

 

 

 

 Farriers tools and what they are used for: 

 

Anvil Hammer 

 

 

 

Furnace and  

Tongs 

 

 

 

Clinchers 

 

 

 

Hammer 

 

 

 

Hoof knife  

Used to shape horseshoes to fit a horse’s feet 

Used to heat horseshoes to allow custom shaping and design. Tongs 

hold a hot horseshoe in both the furnace and on the anvil 

Used to bend over (clinch) ends of nail to hold 

the shoe in place 

Two types, a larger design to used on the anvil to shape 

shoes, a smaller one to drive nails into the hoof wall, 

through nail holes in the shoe. 

Used to frog and sole of hoof 

Pritchel  
A pritchel is a type of punch 

used in forging,  particularly 

in making nail holes in horseshoes.  



 

 

 

 

 

 Farriers tools and what they are used for: 

 

                                            Hoof nippers 

 

 

 

Foot testers 

 

 

 

 

Rasp 

 

 

 

Hoof stand or jack 

 

 

 

 

Used to trim hoof walls 

Used to detect cracks, weakness or abscesses in the hoof 

Used to finish, trim and smooth out edges of 

hoof. 2 x types (Radius and straight) 

Used to rest a horses hoof off the ground when rasping  

the toe area. 


